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Description from Description of Work:
T5.2. Adaptation of standard visualizations for large data sets
Standard visualizations of nonaggregate data will be adapted for large data sets (e.g.
multicolor density plots instead of scatter plots and other projections, aggregated lines within
parallel line visualization etc.), with the interface switching to a standard visualization when the
data density is low enough. Standard visualizations of aggregated data will be reimplemented
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for large volume data by performing the computation on databases instead of in memory, and
parallelizing and optimizing the required queries.

T5.3. Intelligent visualization algorithms for very large data bases
High dimensional data requires tools that automatically search for good visualizations using
either a brute force search or gradient descent over a nonconvex function. We will provide
faster implementations of these algorithms, e.g. Projection pursuit and VizRank, that will
exploit the techniques developed within packages 3 and 4.
User experience workshops will be run to allow Portavita users and other selected users to
give feedback on the improvements in Orange.
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Summary
We have chosen and implemented seven commonly used data visualizations. In the report,
we describe the necessary adjustments needed for visualizing big data.
In addition, we developed a new technique for computation of Pindex used in projection
pursuit, a method for automated search for good projections. We also tested a prototype
implementation of visualization scoring on GPU’s, which we compare with an implementation
on the CPU.
All algorithms are implemented within the Orange 3 framework, which is under the GPL
license and available on Github.

Prerequisites
Assumptions.
1. The (raw) data is too big to fit into working memory and cannot be retrieved in
reasonable time,
2. The database can provide (possibly approximate) basic statistics and cross tables in
reasonable time;
where reasonable time is the time that allows for acceptable user experience. Interactive data
exploration requires response times in the order of seconds, while offline visualization may
be allowed to take hours or days to complete.
As for point 1, there are applications that claim the ability to work with big data  for as long as
it fits into working memory. Furthermore, the data for a particular visualization can be
expected to fit into memory (e.g. the data for plotting a scatter plot cannot exceed the number
of pixels on the screen), but cannot be extracted or retrieved from the disk, and/or transferred
to the client in reasonable time.
Point 2, is  from the perspective of this work package  only an assumption and its fulfilment
is not a part of this workpackage. The developed methods should work with any database
that provides the required functionality.
Sufficient statistics. In the task 5.2, we redefined the common data visualizations so that
they can work on big data, and the deliverable needs to provide a prototype implementation.
For this purpose, we appropriated the statistical notion of "sufficient statistics", and
reinterpreted it as the minimal amount of data needed to compute the visualization. We
analyzed the commonly used visualizations from the perspective of what data is needed for
showing a reasonable approximation of the standard form of the visualization. This is a
continuation of T5.1.
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Binning. Visualization of continuous data based on contingency tables requires binning. We
have, within AXLE, developed a plugin for binning in Postgres, which allows efficient
computation of the distributions and contingency tables for numerical columns. The function is
called bin and can be used as in the following example:
SELECT width_bucket(foo, ARRAY[10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90]), count(1)
FROM data GROUP BY 1 ORDER BY 1;
Binning is crucial operation for most visualizations as well as for other data mining methods,
such as predictive modelling. The new function significantly reduces the computation time
(Figure 1). The reduction increases with the number of bins, so it is more appropriate for
visualizations, in which the number of bins is larger (10100) than for predictive modelling with
a smaller number of bins (4).
The developed extension will be included in PostgreSQL 9.5.
#rows

#bins

without binning function

with
binning

100 K

4

0.105

0.051

1M

4

1.019

0.470

10 M

4

54.829

12.445

100 K

10

0.153

0.055

1M

10

1.570

0.524

10 M

10

64.257

14.034

100 K

100

1.241

0.065

1M

100

10.602

0.637

10 M

100

180.471

17.013

Figure 1. Time complexity of discretization of a continuous variable without and with the new
binning function.

Adaptation of standard visualizations for large data sets
We implemented seven common data visualizations so that they are capable of handling big
data given the above assumptions. Based on the work done in T5.1, they can process the
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data stored in the working memory and the data from the database without having to
distinguish between the data location in the code of the visualization itself, and without
impairing the speed of visualization when the data is stored in the working memory.
Problems and solutions related to handling big data are detailed below. Technical reports
and paper drafts are provided as an appendix.
The source code of the visualizations is available as a part of the Orange project at
https://github.com/biolab/orange3/tree/master/Orange/widgets/visualize. The code directly
related to visualizations has around 6000 lines in Python and is based on other Orange
modules developed within and without the AXLE project.

Scatter plots and other projections
Scatter plots show data by putting objects that represent data points (rows) to corresponding
coordinates in the plot. Implementing scatter plots for big data requires changes in the
visualization itself. As the number of data points becomes comparable to the number of
pixels, we get an information similar to a scatter plot by drawing a heat map, in which the
colors represent the distribution. Methods developed in the last few years typically show a
visualization in which the scatter plot is replaced with a matrix of bins of variable or fixed size.
In the context of big data we implemented a progressive visualization, which starts with a
coarse picture and refines it iteratively until it reaches a certain scale, individual data points,
or the user interrupts it.
The process starts with a 10by10 grid. The database is queried for the target value
distribution for each grid element and the user is given the first rough image of the emerging
heat map. Next, the algorithm computes the pvalue of the chisquare significance tests for all
neighbouring cells, organizes them into a priority queue and keeps refining the image by
further dividing the cells by the borders with the lowest pvalues. The resulting finerresolution
borders are put into the same priority queue, so some parts may already be at a high
resolution while others remain coarse (Figures 2, 3).
Split the plot into a 10x10 grid
Compute the target value distribution for each cell, color the cell
For all vertical and horizontal boundaries between cells:
If both cells have at least 5 data instances:
Compute the pvalue for chisquare difference between cells
Put the boundary into a priority queue
Until the priority queue is empty or until user interrupt:
Take the boundary with the lowest pvalues
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Repeat the whole process on both cells using the same queue
Figure 2. Pseudocode of the algorithm for iterative computation scatterplotlike heatmaps

Figure 3. Scatter plot / Heatmap during the optimization. The boundary region is more
interesting, so its refinement takes priority over the regions where all points have the same
color.

Scatter plots can show multiple features of each data point through its coordinates, color,
shape and size. In heat maps, we only use the coordinates (which determine the bin) and the
color, therefore visualizing only three data columns. The sufficient statistics for plotting the
scatter plot are thus threeway contingency tables.
The modification of the scatter plot and its implementation is suitable for big data because:
● it is based only on contingency tables,
● it progressively refines the visualization,
● it executes multiple (currently 50 or 400) similar queries at once, so the database
should be able to combine them.
We also implemented the counterpart widget for smaller data, which can use the data from
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the database. The implementation is rather straightforward and does not represent any
technical advancements, hence we do not describe it here in any detail.

Box plots
Box plots are computed from aggregated data (distributions) and need no specific
optimizations for big data apart from delegating the computation of aggregates to the
database.
Parametric statistics (ttests, ANOVA) can also be computed from aggregated data, while
nonparametric statistics that should have been shown when the plot focuses on medians and
quartiles, requires sorting of rows, which is feasible only on smaller data or subsamples.
Since taking samples of query results has become available only recently, we have not yet
implemented these tests, but plan to do so in the near future.

Parallel coordinates
In parallel coordinates, every data row is represented with a line. The limitation of the parallel
coordinates visualization is that while it is intended to show a lot of data in multiple
dimensions, these are exactly the circumstances to which it does not scale. With a lot of data,
the visualization consists of a large number of overlapping lines, which makes the trends
difficult to spot. With less data, any discovered patterns may be just random statistical flips.
The common solution to this problem is clustering of the data. This can be done either on the
axis level, that is, by defining the clusters for each variable separately, or on the level of the
data set, by clustering data points. Both solutions defy the initial purpose of the parallel
coordinates. Clustering values by each variable separately ignores the fact that the variables
are depicted on axes that are arranged one after another in a certain order. Clustering the
data instances based on values of all variables suffers from the opposite problem: when
putting two data instances in the same cluster, it measures their similarity across all variables
although the visualization lets us observe only the relations that hold between pairs of
variables.
Implementing parallel coordinates for big data also required a different approach due to two
other problems:
● clustering big data is too slow and/or computationally intensive,
● clusters on n parallel axes would require nway contingency tables, with mn cells (where
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m is the number of bins, assuming that each column uses the same number of bins).
We have developed a new method for aggregating the lines, which is similar to Gaussian
mixture models. The method uses expectation maximization to optimize the clusters of points
in neighbouring axes, so that the resulting clusters summarize the data points on each axis
well and, at the same time, the clusters from the neighbouring axes do not mix too much with
one another (e.g., ideally, each cluster from one axis should preferably match one cluster from
another axis). This allows us to replace the individual lines with polygons (Figure 4). While
drawing polygons instead of lines is not a new idea by itself, we develop a new and potentially
better way to define the clusters that belong to each polygon. The method can also be used to
search for good ordering of coordinate axes in the visualization: after optimizing the clusters
for each pair of variables (coordinates) the resulting likelihoods can be considered as “the
similarity” between the coordinates. Finding a good order is then transformed to a problem of
solving (a simplified version of) the travelling salesman problem.

Figure 4. Comparison of clusters using kmeans (a) and our method (b).

As noted above, the technique developed within this project is based on clustering the data
with a modified version of Gaussian Mixture Models learned using expectation maximization.
We are (indirectly) optimizing the sum of variances of variables within the respective clusters,
formalized as

where ᵭj,i denotes the variance of the ith variable of the jth cluster, and ᵭi stands for the
overall variance of ith feature.
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The algorithm we developed to optimize this criterion function is given in Figure 5. The
algorithm is based on the standard EM algorithm used to fit the parameters of the GMM
model, except that we compute the weights with respect to a window of three neighbouring
axes.

Figure 5. Pseudocode of the algorithm for optimization of parallel coordinate visualization

The algorithm shows favourable results in comparison with both obvious alternatives, that is,
using kmeans clustering on each variable separately (which is a rough equivalent of
computing individual Gaussian mixtures for each variable) or computing the Gaussian mixture
models across all variables together. We assessed the difference both visually (Figure 4) as
well as quantitatively on a set of common benchmark data sets (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Intracluster variance of clusters obtained by kmeans, Gaussian mixture models
and Locality aware clustering (our method)

The method can be parallelized in two ways. First, the procedure as described above can be
carried out for all even or all odd axes in parallel. That is, we iteratively switch between running
the algorithm in parallel first for axes 1, 3, 5, 7, … and then for 2, 4, 6, 8 … Second, the
method can also be used to search for good ordering of coordinate axes in the visualization:
after optimizing the clusters for each pair of variables (coordinates) the resulting likelihoods
can be considered as “the similarity” between the coordinates. Finding a good order is then
transformed into solving (a simplified version of) the travelling salesman problem.

Histograms, Mosaic Display, Sieve Diagrams
To provide a working prototype suitable for big data, we had to avoid any operations that
would result in queries beyond basic statistics and contingency tables.
Histograms require distributions or 2way contingency tables (to show the histograms of data
split into multiple categories by a discretevalues column).
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For Mosaic displays and Sieve diagrams, continuous data needs to be grouped into suitable
bins. We defined them by using the minimal and maximal value in the column.
The visualizations rely on the binning function developed within the AXLE project, which is
used to compute the counts needed for contingency tables.
The visualizations cannot be constructed partially and then refined, as in the case of scatter
plots. We can, however, first show an estimate and then provide better estimates as the query
is run on a larger sample. Since sampling became available only recently, we have, for now,
only implemented the visualizations so that this would be easy to add when the database
supports it. Iterative estimations will be implemented in the near future.

Intelligent visualization algorithms for very large data bases
The aim of this task was to adapt the techniques that automatically search for good data
visualizations, such as VizRank and Projection pursuit, to big data. Both methods work with
individual data points and are not applicable to big data.
We developed two new techniques. We adapted the Projection pursuit so that it can be
computed from contingency tables, and we implemented a working prototype within Orange.
Second, we implemented the computation of visualization score, needed by VizRank and
Model maps, on GPUs and compared its performants with an implementation on the CPU.
This implementation is not yet included within Orange since its Model maps are too slow for
interactive data analysis, and is planned to be included in the framework developed within
T5.4, which will allow offline preparation of visualisations.

Projection pursuit
We have modified the definition Pindex used in the Tukey’s Projection pursuit, so it can be
computed from contingency tables. The derivation is given in the technical report in the
appendix. We implemented a widget in Orange which ranks the visualizations and, connected
to the scatter plot widget, lets the user explore different visualizations of the same data
(Figure 7).
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Figure 7. ModelMap Projection rank widget connected to the scatter plot.
While the original method has a quadratic time complexity w.r.t. the number of data rows, the
time complexity of the new method equals the time complexity of computation of contingency
tables, which is either linear or constant if the database supports sampling (Figure 8).

Figure 8. Comparison of computation times for the original and the adapted Pindex.
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The Pindices computed in this way are particularly suitable when the scatter plot is replaced
by heat maps.

Visualization scoring
A different approach to ranking of visualizations is to use individual data points instead of
contingency tables; this is more appropriate when the data is small enough (or subsample) to
be plotted as scatter plots, not heatmaps. For this, the number of data points is at most a few
thousands, so it fits into working memory. The bottleneck in this case is the number of
visualizations that need to be scored; this bottleneck already appears in small scale data.
The scoring algorithm is embarrassingly parallel. Furthermore, the queries needed to extract
the data are similar to each other and can be combined.
We tested a prototype implementation of parallel score estimation on 4000 GPUs using the
equipment obtained within AXLE. Without any significant optimizations, the GPU code
executed 20100 times faster, which reduces the time needed to compute a model map from
the order of days to the order of hours.
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Figure 9. Comparison of computation runtimes for scoring of visualizations on GPU and
CPU.
The prototype implementation is available on https://github.com/jzbontar/vizrank. We plan to
possibly integrate it with the general framework developed within T5.4.

Source code and Licenses
The source code is hosted at https://github.com/biolab/orange3. The scripting part is
released under the BSD license, while the visualizations are licensed under GPL due to its
dependence on PyQt.
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